and 1906) in Hungary, written by the most zealous and self-appointed promoter of Name Magyarizations, Simon Telkes (earlier Rubin). It contains the following chapters: The Magyar Name, How to Magyarise surnames, Formalities for the Magyarisation of names, "Recommended" Magyar surnames, and Historical documentation on the Magyarisation of names. The original brochure is published both in English and in Hungarian here, but accompanied by some later historical-propagandistic texts (e.g. "Transylvania, the absurd dream of the Hungarians"), from different authors and viewpoints. A publication of Dragan European Foundation, also in a French version (see below). Telkes, Simon. 1977 (before 1787, 1787-1814, 1814-1881, 1881-1920, 1920-1945, 1945-1948, 1948-1990) , marked by the events of the pertaining legislation as well as the historical events. It also studies briefly the one-time brochures that propagated the name Magyarization in its Golden Age. It presents the typological surname innovations of the process, the naming fashions of the history of surname changes, and the ways in which the new surnames were chosen. Groningen. May 17-19, 2006. Studia Fenno-Ugrica Groningana 4 . Maastricht: Shaker Publishing BV: 164-175. This paper, on the basis of literature and historical sources, studies (with many examples) how national ideology and an idealized national character can be seen in the semantics of the new surnames adopted in the history of surname changes in Hungary. It emphasizes that the aim of these changes was to adopt a more 'beautiful', a more 'pleasant-sounding' name, especially to change the foreign surnames to be a '(more) Hungarian' one, which is the connection between the assimilation of names and the changes of national identity in the 19 th century. The paper also informs us about the formation of an interdisciplinary research team for the study of the history of surname changes in Hungary. Université Laval. 16-22 August 1987. Québec: Université Laval: 433-440 . This paper studies the ways of transformation of personal names of Hungarian immigrants to Canada. In the case of surnames, the typical changes are the changes in pronunciation and the changes in orthography (preserving the original written form or the adequate phonetic rendition), but the cases of shortening, translating or completely changing the surname are also known. The ways of treatment of Hungarian given names are also studied in the paper. The conclusion is that names from a non-cognate language cannot retain their original forms in a society where an official language is neither phonetically nor orthographically equipped to sustain the non-cognate forms.
